A THORACIC SPINAL FRACTURE AND INSTABILITY: CASE REPORT
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SUMMARY
Early diagnosis of upper thoracic spinal injuries has been shown to be very important. Failure of an early diagnosis during initial examination can cause a ten-fold increase in the probability of neurological deficit in patients. Fractures of the upper thoracic spine due to trauma may be associated with sternal injuries. The focus of this study is to attract the attention to the unstability caused by the combination of both spinal and sternal fractures. Patients in such conditions should be considered unstable and a treatment plan should be followed accordingly.
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Case report
A 20 year-old male patient applied to the emergency department due to a traffic accident. Medical history was received from the patient. He said that it was an in-vehicle accident; the vehicle tumbled a few times, and his head hit to the roof of the vehicle.

The patient was discharged from another hospital after the initial treatment. The initial diagnosis of patient at the other hospital was soft tissue injury and scalp laceration. One hour after his discharge, he admitted to our emergency department with a headache, back pain, and nausea and vomiting complaints. His vital signs were normal with no chest discomfort.

In his physical examination, there was a 7 cm sutured cut on the scalp at the back part of the head. Besides, he had an obvious tenderness on his upper thoracic region and on the corpus sternum with palpation. He had no symptoms of cardio-pulmonary compromise and no neurological defect. Radiologically, there was a non-displaced corpus sternal fracture line and also a wedge fracture in the T5 vertebrae (Figure 1). His chest X-ray was normal. In the Thoracic Computerised Tomography, there was a wedge fracture in the anterior column and a lamina fracture in the posterior column which was not seen at direct reontgenogram (Figure 2). As a result of our clinical evaluation, we accepted this patient instable according to Magerl classification, because the anterior elements were destroyed (2 point), posterior elements were destroyed (2 point), and there was a relative sagittal plan rotation > 5 degrees (2 point, in our patients 17 degrees). Therefore, in our patient, we performed posterior transpedicular stabilization (Figure 3). A surgical intervention was not necessary for the sternal fracture. He was monitored radiologically and analgesia was provided when necessary. In our case, the patient did not develop any complication and was discharged eight days after the operation.
Discussion

Upper thoracic spinal injuries are rare when compared with cervical and thoracolumbar spinal fractures. Nevertheless, they nearly always present with accompanying major injuries.4

The association between upper thoracic spine and sternum fractures has previously been documented.2,7 Sternal fractures most commonly result from direct trauma and violent flexion injuries of the spine, and are typically midbody and transverse.8

The initial diagnosis of upper thoracic spinal fractures remains based on plain films and clinical awareness. In patients who have undergone significant injuring forces, which result in flexion and twisting of the thoracic spine, the diagnosis should be actively sought. This should consist of a careful inspection and palpation of the back, where gaps between spinous processes may be felt within soft tissue swelling.4

The importance of an early diagnosis of thoracic spinal fractures was demonstrated by Reid et al., who showed a ten-fold increase in the incidence of neurological deficit in patients in whom the diagnosis was initially missed.9 Similarly in our case, the diagnosis was initially missed. Fortunately enough, the patient has arrived to our emergency room just in time, so that right diagnosis was achieved, and a neurological deficit was avoided.

The treatment of instable thoracic spine fractures remains controversial despite an increased knowledge of the morphometric, anatomic, and biomechanical features of thoracic vertebrae.10 There is no consensus regarding optimal treatment and various conservative and operative options have been described in the literature with different inclusion criteria, follow-ups and evaluation tools.11 Schweighofer et al. briefly described a series of 6 patients with Magerl type B or C lesions in the upper and middle thoracic spine and operated these patients.12 Similarly, our
case was accepted as Type B according to Magerl classification. Furthermore, our patient had a combination of spinal and sternal fractures. For these reasons, the case was accepted unstable and underwent a posterior transpedicular stabilization.

As a result, isolated compression fractures of the thoracic spine are generally stable but this case illustrates that the combination of isolated compression fractures of the thoracic vertebrae with a sternal fracture may be unstable. Patients in such conditions should be considered unstable and a treatment plan should be followed accordingly.
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